
	

WEN PIIM is a nominee of Good Design Award and Golden Pin Design 2018, and is 

chosen by ELLE Taiwan magazine to be the first choice of BEST GIFT KITS 

 on January 2019 as well. 

 

See our products in Taipei Marriott Hotel�YU-HSIU MUSEUM of ART�THE 

LALU HOTEL, SUM MOON LAKE�TAINAN ART MUSEUM� SongYan 

gallery�Viithe select shop and Japan KATACHI CAFÉ� 

 

Venus Healing Gold Color Foil Plate 

The meaning of pink yarrow is LOVE�Courage�Confidence. 

There are many pretty small flowers that bloom 

which like efforts that the designer make each time. 

For this reason, 

the design is named a beautiful theme �Venus Healing.� 

The designer hopes that everyone can overcome difficulties, 

and keep going no matter what you experience. 

 
 

WEN PIIM is named by the Chinese pronunciation, which is got from founder’s 

surname, WEN, means gentle and sincere, PIIM, means that to experience good things in 



life. The LOGO is the combination of two Chinese words, meaning of human being as 

the essential. Also, we convey the main idea is that family and  

friends get together to enjoy the good life. 

 

The main philosophy is from "The Love of WEN PIIM" to "LOVE EARTH�LOVE 

FAMILY�LOVE HEALTH". We chose recyclable and environment friendly glass 

material to be the main object to design home décor and tableware, and focus on brand 

concept “People get together to create good life”. Besides, to be food safety for the 

glassware, we design and apply differently to avoid worrying.  

Designed in Taiwan with various crafts. 

 

Natural resources are getting depleted, WEN PIIM strives to apply recyclable and 

environment-friendly glass material to express our idea. On the other hand, WEN PIIM 

uses handmade gold color foil to give the design a life which the foil color might be 

changed by humidity and temperature or how you use it over the time. 

 

WEN PIIM would like to make a piece which can be used for a long time, may be 20~30 

years or more. People can see the trace on the piece that are all the memory. The foil 

color is the way to show it. 

 

The creative point is the combination of glass and gold color foil, WEN PIIM design 

differently, craftsmen paste the gold color foil by hand carefully under the glass, and the 

foil will be shiny through it. 

 

See our products here. 

Taiwan 

Taipei Marriott Hotel 

SongYan gallery 

Viithe select shop 

YU-HSIU MUSEUM of ART 

THE LALU HOTEL, SUM MOON LAKE 

TAINAN ART MUSEUM 

 

Japan 

KATACHI CAFÉ 



EXHIBITIONS 

2019 

CREATIVE EXPO TAIWAN | Songshan Cultural and Creative Park, S5-018, Taipei, 

22.4-25.4.2019 

Design Tokyo | Hall: A17-35, Tokyo, 26.6-28.6.2019 

 

2018 

Quantum Creative LAB | Blueprint Cultural and Creative Park, Taiwan, 25.12.2018-

17.2.2019 

Tainan Design Week | Blueprint Cultural and Creative Park, Taiwan, 01.12-09.12.2018 

Creative EXPO Taoyuan | Taoyuan Arts Center, Taiwan, 27.10-4.11.2018 

Design Tokyo | Hall: East 6, E24-34, Tokyo, 4.7-6.7.2018 

Interiorlifestyle Tokyo | Hall: West 2, F-13, Tokyo, 30.5-1.6.2018 

CREATIVE EXPO TAIWAN |Songshan Cultural and Creative Park, S5-019, Taipei, 

18.4-22.4.2018 

 

2017 

CHIANG MAI DESIGN WEEK | Lanna Folk Life Museum ,Chiang Mai,  06.12-

10.12.2017 

 

 
Handmade Gold Color Foil 

 



 
Venus Healing Gold Color Foil Plate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.wenpiim.com.tw 


